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We are honored to have you join us at DUCO Italia Antiqva for a step
back in time to appreciate the rich and varied history of this endlessly
fascinating land.
Each time I am in Italy and hear the clicking of heels on the cobblestones,
it’s as though myriad stories born from a culture spanning more than 3,000
years are echoing through the air. The opportunity to live and breathe
these centuries of history—quite literally walking in the same footsteps
of some of the most inventive and creative people of the western world,
and amongst the palazzi and countryside they inhabited—lures millions
of travelers each year.
Italians’ intense and personal connections to their past is a wellspring
of pride. Their joys and triumphs become our joys and triumphs. DUCO
embodies this with our mission to bring people together in a single locale
to showcase the best of Italian hospitality. And we cherish hosting this
event for you in a country that has been at the crossroads of civilizations
throughout history.
Borrowing from that well-known Latin phrase Veni, Vidi, Vici—“I came,
I saw, I conquered”—seize this opportunity and let Italy and DUCO conquer
your heart once again.
Andiamo!

Carolina Perez
Founder of DUCO
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A MILLENNIUM IN THE MAKING

An aristocratic Austro-Hungarian family of Italian origin
invites you to be part of the nature and tradition that makes
Hotel Castello di Reschio truly one of a kind
Reschio’s thousand-year-old castle—set amid 1,500 hectares of pristine wilderness and surrounded by 50 abandoned farmhouses—
is as much of a life’s mission as a dream come true for the Bolza family. When the opportunity arose for Count Antonio Bolza to acquire
the ancient Reschio Estate where he had passed idyllic holidays with his young family, he sold his successful publishing business and
never looked back. Joined in the venture by his son Benedikt, they have to date transformed over half of the houses in this unspoiled
corner of Umbria, selling them to like-minded owners committed to maintaining the natural utopia. Turning the castle, whose first deed
was granted by Charlemagne, into a lavish yet inviting hotel was just the cherry on top. Count Benedikt and his wife, Donna Nencia
Corsini, share with DUCO their unique connection to the estate, its deep history, and their steadfast love of the land.

Tell us a bit about the history of the Reschio Estate.

the minute that it was finished, it would have been dated. I really
wanted to create a home that has been in the family for generations
with personal artifacts from previous occupants, furniture from
different eras, and always reflecting the private aspect of the house.
As it was very much a working castello built to defend the territory,
there was never a baronial dining hall. I felt that we needed to have a
space where guests could relax. Creating the Palm Court within an
existing exterior courtyard brought a heart to the whole hotel. It was
essential that the Palm Court exuded Italian old-world glamour as
with the rest of the structure.

The most surprising thing we’ve learned was that in 1730, Anna
Corsini from the Florentine Corsini family married Conte Bichi
Ruspoli, whose family controlled the castle from 1730 to 1932. To
celebrate the marriage, Anna’s uncle Pope Clemente XII formally
bestowed the title of Conte di Reschio on her husband. When Donna
Nencia Corsini and I married and moved into the castle, a Corsini
came home to Reschio nearly three centuries later.
Wow, what a coincidence. Count Benedikt, your family has
had ties to Reschio for nearly 50 years. As an architect,
could you have imagined that this one project would be your
life’s work?

How can your guests live the history of the hotel and the region
at your property?
The reason the design might be described as quirky is not to
create a barrier, but to give the feeling that it is as it always was.
By staying with us, the guests are part of that history. The way we
provide service—as if it were a private house and not a hotel—we
are recreating the atmosphere of a previous epoch. This applies
equally to the whole estate. For example, the way that the stables are
run, with horses immaculately trained in dressage. It is a consistent
message throughout Reschio.

We bought the estate when I was in my second year of
architectural studies in London, and I had known the property
since I was a child. I longed to return and help my parents transform
Reschio. It has been a wonderful adventure to work and live in the
same place. You become so knowledgeable about the landscape
and the microclimate. And of course, when you live with your work,
you learn quickly not to overlook any element.
You once lived in the run-down castle and raised your five
children here. What inspired you to turn it into a luxury hotel?

Donna Nencia, you are at the fulcrum for the estate’s strong
stewardship of the land. What connects you to this place, and
what do you want guests to take away from it?

It was always obvious to us that the castle would make a fabulous
hotel, both in terms of the architecture and the setting, surrounded
by stunning countryside. There were many challenges that we
needed to consider. But in reality, these things made the hotel more
unique and ensured spacious rooms.

We were so fortunate that the last time the land had been
‘commercially’ farmed was in the 1950s, a time when they still relied
on manual labor to cultivate terraces. It was, therefore, an easy
decision to allow nature to take its course. We really strive to close
the circle with our crops, growing what we need in terms of feed for
the horses, wheat to make flour, and of course, fruit and vegetables
for the restaurant kitchen. It is an incredibly special place and such a
privilege to have 1,500 hectares to roam. We really hope that guests
have the time to connect with the wilderness, to experience riding
out in the meadows, and to walk or cycle along the roads with just
birdsong as their soundtrack.

There is incredible attention to historic detail on the property.
You also borrowed from other cultures, as in the Victorianinfluenced Palm Court. Why that choice?
The castle is more than 1,000 years old, and it would have been
easy for us to transform it into something uber-modern. But then,

Hotel Castello di Reschio
36 rooms and suites
Inspired by Roman baths, the castle’s ancient
wine cellar has been converted into a bathhouse
with salt-water pool, sauna, and hamman.
Perugia, Umbria

A MILLENNIUM
IN THE MAKING

As a boy, Count Antonio Bolza was intrigued
by the famed Lipizzaner horses of Vienna.
In 1999, he established an Andalusian stud
on the estate.
Reschio is now home to some of the most
skilled dressage horses in the world and hosts
an equestrian school and theater.

www.reschio.com
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In the castle:
Ristorante al Castello
Palm Court Bar
Il Torrino, former watchtower turned poolside
refreshment bar
On the estate:
Ristorante alle Scuderie and Bar Centrale
8 renovated farmhouses available for rent
Bespoke design atelier
Accademia della Cucina cooking school
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Y ITALY? PERCHE NO!

Y ITALY?
PERCHE NO!
Sequencing your travel DNA and turning it into a tailor-made trip

After two years of a near-total ban on international travel, Australians are eyeing destinations far beyond their borders, with Italy at the top
of that list. Melbourne-based travel entrepreneur Yvonne Verstandig is ready for them. She has devised a clever way to assure her clients’
expectations are not only met on each trip but far exceeded. An avid adventurer in business and life, she launched Y Travel in late 2020
alongside a passion project, Ski Buzz, that has her and her brother tackling the Alps with intrepid skiers. Read on for Verstandig’s take on why
travelers are eager for Italy and poised to splurge on once-in-a-lifetime experiences and what she sees on the travel horizon for 2022.

Yvonne Verstandig, founder of Y Travel, with her tips up
on the slopes in Italy’s Dolomite Mountains.
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Aussies in general are very avid travelers. As
far as we’ve seen, Italy has been the number one
destination by a long shot, and it comes as no
surprise. Australians have long had a love affair with
Italy. Whether they’re desperate to visit for the first
time or cannot wait to return, Italy is the country on
everyone’s radar.
We’ve curated extensive itineraries for foodies
and adventurers through Puglia and Sicily; beach
stays in Capri, Positano, Ischia, Sardinia, Forte Dei
Marmi, and Porto Ercole; and trips focusing on R&R
on the Lakes. We’re planning winery and village
visits in Tuscany, hiking and soaking up the local
way of life on the Ligurian Coast, and city stays in
Milan, Florence, and Rome to absorb some of the
rich culture and history.
Italia Antiqua is the perfect lens through which
to focus clients’ attention on the Bel Paese! We
always find that whether they know a little or a lot
about Italy’s rich and vibrant history, their goal is
the same: to learn more, to witness it in situ, and to
immerse themselves in it as much as possible.
I am lucky to have visited Italy on many occasions,
and each time, I have walked away with incredible
stories to share about how travelers can experience
the country’s famed ancient times.
I was born with wanderlust in my blood, a thirst
to explore the world that was unquenchable. It was
always my dream to find a way to combine my passion
for traveling with my career, so after ten years as a
practicing pharmacist, I followed my dream and have
worked in the travel industry ever since.

Then in December 2020, after 20 years of
working in travel, I established a new luxury travel
space. It was the perfect time to head in a different
direction. My company, Y Travel, is built on the
premise that the best travel experiences are those
designed specifically with each traveler’s unique
‘travel DNA’ in mind. We curate our itineraries
with the help of our eight Y Factors based not just
on what our clients want to see but also on what
they want to feel, to taste, to immortalize in their
memory banks.
Italy is one of the most passionate countries
I have ever experienced. As a destination, it
represents a beautiful synergy with each of
our Y Factors. Whether our clients are foodies,
adventurers, budding artists, have a penchant for
philanthropy, wish to connect with local culture,
unwind in nature, or seek the unexpected, we know
Italy will meet and exceed their expectations!

THE Y FACTORS
Adventure – Risk it
Artistry – Appreciate it
Culture & Community – Embrace it
Generosity – Give it
Nature & Sustainability – Respect it
Taste – Indulge it
The Unexpected – Free it
Well-being – Feel it

“

Italy is one of the most
passionate countries
I have ever experienced.

“
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Il Melograno, Puglia

2022 DUCO’s Small Luxury Hotels of the World Exhibitors
Byblos Art Hotel Villa Amistà

Villa Franca

Ca’ di Dio

Il Melograno

Ca’ Sagredo Hotel

Il Salviatino

Canne Bianche_Lifestyle Hotel

La Peschiera

Casa Angelina

Lefay Resort & Spa Dolomiti

Castello di Reschio

Lefay Resort & Spa Lago di Garda

Donna Carmela Resort & Lodges

Maalot Roma

FORESTIS

Magna Pars, L’Hotel à Parfum

Galleria Vik Milano

Palazzo Manfredi

Grand Hotel Cocumella

Palazzo Vecchietti

Grand Hotel Victoria Concept & Spa

Praia Art Resort

Hotel Byron

Punta Tragara

Hotel d’Inghilterra

Romeo Hotel

Hotel Splendide Royal

Sikelia

Hotel Villa Athena

Villa Spalletti Trivelli

Hotel Vilòn

Vista Palazzo Lago di Como
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NELLA BOTTE PICCOLA, C’È IL VINO BUONO

Nella Botte Piccola,
C’è il Vino Buono
DUCO’s hotels with 20 or fewer rooms
offer their guests grand experiences

2

rooms
Holy Deer San Lorenzo
City Lodge

6

rooms
Passalacqua

3

4

rooms
Pettolecchia La Piccola

7

rooms
Il Palazzetto

rooms
Eden Reserve Villas

White Deer San Lorenzo
Mountain Lodge

Pettolecchia La Residenza

8

rooms
L’Olmo

rooms
Casa Fantini Lake Time

rooms
Castello di Vicarello
Eden Reserve Hotel

12

13
rooms
La Peschiera

14

rooms
Badia di Pomaio, Tuscan Resort

Lupaia

Palazzo Portinari Salviati

Borgo Pignano

rooms
La Bandita Townhouse

Vocabolo Moscatelli

Ostuni Art Resort
Giorgio and Giulio Angella

W

aking up under the conical roof of ancient trulli is straight out of
a fairytale, but the magic that Giorgio and Giulio Angella have
created in this Puglian countryside perfectly embraces the
reality of local culture. In creating the Ostuni Art Resort, the brothers from
Rome were seeking to replicate the communal experience they had as
children during holidays in the heel of Italy. At the same time, they wanted
guests at their retreat to feel harmony with the land. Infusing 21st-century
comforts into the historic estate was easier than one might imagine.
“In reality, it was not so difficult to modernize these ancient structures,”
says Giorgio, an architect. “The concept developed around blending the
original rustic spaces with the amenities of a contemporary luxury resort.
This led us to the present structure instinctively, blending ancient with
modern with the landscape as if time had never passed.”

Portrait Roma
Splendido Mare, A Belmond
Hotel, Portofino

La Bandita Townhouse

Viesca Toscana

John Voigtmann

Villa Spalletti Trivelli

rooms
Relais La Corte dei Papi

M

any people travel to escape from it all. Marcello Murzilli had an
even more radical idea in mind when he created Eremito in a
hidden valley of Umbria. “The faster society moves and the more
connected we are, the more we need a place to stop and recharge in
nature,” says Murzilli. Eremito caters to the solo traveler, offering only single
rooms. A stay in this modern monastery means no Wi-Fi, no television, and
limited cell phone service. It may be an adjustment, but the surrounding
3,000-hectare forest encourages the ‘digital detox.’ Murzilli, who is no
stranger to unique hotel concepts, notes that guests quickly adapt to
connecting face-to-face rather than with screens. After life as a fashion
designer and sailing around the world on a 1937 Scottish cutter, he opened
the first eco-lodge in Latin America on Mexico’s Pacific coast, the first highend hotel in the world without electricity. Eremito continues that ethos of
having more with fewer material goods. “It’s a new path for luxury in the
travel industry for the third millennium.”

Castello Banfi Wine Resort Relais & Châteaux

Palazzo Vecchietti
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Marcello Murzilli

9

rooms
Il Bottaccio, Relais & Châteaux

Ostuni Art Resort

11

5

Eremito
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18

rooms
Dimora Ghirlandaio

rooms
ADLER Lodge Alpe
Chalet del Sogno Mountain
Experience Hotel
Hotel Vilòn

Eremito
Villa Pliniana

Palazzo Venart Luxury Hotel
Sextantio Le Grotte della Civita
VISTA Palazzo Lago di Como

20

rooms
ADLER Lodge Ritten
Casa Cipriani Milano
Grand Hotel a Villa Feltrinelli
Masseria Montenapoleone
Monastero Santa Rosa
Hotel & Spa
Palazzo Manfredi
Sikelia Luxury Retreat
The Place Firenze
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P

erched on a crest overlooking the unmistakable Tuscan paesaggio
of the Val d’Orcia sits Pienza, the birthplace of urban planning. In
1458, Pope Pio II set out to remake his hometown into the ‘ideal city’
with harmonic design to encourage interactions in beautiful public spaces.
It turns out that Pienza was the ideal escape for transplanted New Yorker
and former Sony music executive John Voigtmann. The last octogenarian
nuns were still living in the 500-year-old former convent when Voigtmann
stumbled upon the Renaissance palace, a perfect spot for his La Bandita
Townhouse, a 12-room boutique getaway tucked down a cobblestone side
street just inside the old town walls. The historic bones of the building have
been maintained, but the Townhouse’s modern interiors give the property
the light mood of a Dean Martin melody. The goal at La Bandita—which
shares its name with Voigtmann’s nearby countryside retreat—mirrors
Pienza’s original idealizers. “I wanted to find a way to give people the chance
to experience the sweetness of daily life in a real Italian village, one that is
explicitly devoted to living well.”
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CLIFFHANGER

CLIFFHANGER
The transformation of a 17th-century Amalfi Coast monastery
proves that all who wander are not lost
Ancient myth holds that sailors along the Amalfi Coast would succumb to the mesmerizing songs of the Sirens, leaving them
to crash into the rocky coastline. Sailing off that jagged coast 20 years ago, something else called to American entrepreneur
Bianca Sharma. From the sea, she spotted the majestic yet deteriorating walls of the Monastero Santa Rosa jutting boldly
from the hillside. Sharma was entranced. Despite warnings the abandoned structure could not be salvaged, the property kept
calling her back. Ten years of renovations turned the former convent into an award-winning hotel with breathtaking views
and an infinity pool that cascades off the coastal cliffs. Sharma gives DUCO insight into the odyssey of bringing Monastero
Santa Rosa into the 21st century while honoring its history, and how the adventure transformed her.

How is that emotion you felt when you first spotted the
monastery alive in the property today?

chance to press the reset button before going back to their
everyday lives.

I am still in awe of the strength of this amazing structure.
Even when I discovered it in its crumbling state, that strength
was obvious. The nuns who resided within these walls with
only each other as company had to be of strong character to
withstand the loneliness and the raw winter cold. At other times,
I marvel at the miracle of what is today.

What traditions of the region, or even of the property, do
you most enjoy?
I truly enjoy the traditions and ceremonies tied in with the
religion in every town, especially the way each celebrates its
patron saint. Our property is connected to the 9th-century
church of Santa Maria di Grado which is the final destination
of the Festa Patronale di Sant’Antonio di Padova on June 13.
The entire town walks with the marching band and the carriers
of the Sant’Antonio, entering the hotel courtyard to reach the
church. I wait at the entrance every year to enjoy this wonderful
celebration that brings the town together.

How has the history of the property been preserved in
the hotel?
The property was renovated totally respecting the original
structure, creating rooms, suites, and common spaces out
of the nuns’ original sleeping and communal areas. Even our
restaurant is in the general area of the original kitchen/dining
space. I felt strongly about maintaining (certain aspects) out of
respect for its historical preservation.

And Amalfi, being one of the ancient maritime republics of
Italy, is the host of the Maritime Republic Race every four years.
We organize a viewing from the terrace with aperitivi followed
by a related tasting menu in honor of the event.

How do you present that history to your guests?
You certainly altered the destiny of Monastero Santa Rosa
and preserved a bit of history on the Amalfi Coast. How
has Monastero Santa Rosa changed you?

Our check-in process that starts with a refreshing lemon
drink served on a turntable that sequestered nuns used to
exchange their herbal tinctures for payment, avoiding contact
with the person on the outside. Then, on the way to their rooms,
guests are given a tour that describes the history of the structure
and the renovation.

The time it took to renovate the property and working with
Italian bureaucracy taught me patience. I am not naturally
the most patient person. I usually want it done yesterday.
However, the thing I’ve come to appreciate the most—not
only from the Monastero, but from the entire coastal area—
is slowing down. Feeling the beauty of the day with our
spectacular sky and sea and the smell of the air that seems
totally unique to the Costiera Amalfitana, I try to never forget
to appreciate that sensation.

One tradition we have continued in our hotel is the baking
and serving of the nuns’ original cream-filled pastry recipe, the
famous Sfogliatella Santa Rosa.
What are you most proud of at Santa Rosa?
Monastero Santa Rosa Hotel & Spa
Conca dei Marini
Amalfi Coast
20 sea-view rooms and suites

“Da ogni finestra, il mare; In ogni finestra, il sole”
L’antico detto locale

Il Rifettorio,
Michelin one-star dining

“From every window, the sea; in every window, the sun”
Ancient local saying

Spa products by the 13th Century L’Officina
Profumo-Farmaceutica Santa Maria Novella
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When I hear guests are so content that they have no
desire to leave, that’s when I realize they understand what I
was trying to achieve: an escape from the chaos of life and a
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Caesar Augustus, Capri Island

Bellevue Hotel & Spa

Il San Corrado di Noto

Bellevue Syrene 1820

Il San Pietro di Positano

Borgo dei Conti Resort

L’Albereta

Caesar Augustus

La Meridiana Hotel & Golf Resort

Capofaro Locanda & Malvasia

La Sommità Relais

Castel Fragsburg

Locanda Don Serafino

Castello Banfi Wine Resort

Londra Palace

Castello di Guarene

Monaci delle Terre Nere

Château Monfort

Palazzo Seneca

Da Vittorio

Petra Segreta Resort & Spa

Don Alfonso 1890

Plaza e de Russie

Gallia Palace Beach Golf & Spa Resort

Relais Il Falconiere & Spa

Gardena Grödnerhof Hotel & Spa

Relais Santa Croce

Hermitage Hotel & Spa

Terra - The Magic Place

Hotel Borgo San Felice

Villa Abbazia

Hotel Raphaël

Villa Cordevigo Wine Relais

Hotel Villa Franceschi

Villa Crespi

Il Borro

Villa della Pergola

Il Bottaccio

Villa Fiordaliso
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LIKE A ROLLING STONE

LIKE A ROLLING STONE
A serendipitous sighting leads to a ‘scattered’ new hotel
concept that rescues lost locales and cements a legacy

There was just one word in Daniele Kihlgren’s mind when he first spied Santo Stefano di Sessantio from across the high plains
of Abruzzo: “Bellissimo!” That discovery 25 years ago may have seemed happenstance, but the unconventional Swedish-Italian
heir to a Milanese concrete fortune often finds hidden meaning in each moment or detour. He saw the abandoned town as an
opportunity to fulfill a long-standing dream and do something that gives back to communities. Stone by stone, he has helped put
the pieces back together of Italy’s forgotten towns and simultaneously created a foundation for himself.

“It’s a heritage far from all the glory” Italy is world-famous
for, Kihlgren says of towns like Santo Stefano that were
deserted in the second half of the 20th century as residents
fled to urban centers in search of jobs and a modern way of
life. Paradoxically, that abandonment is exactly what kept
encroaching development at bay, preserving the villages’
authenticity despite their crumbling foundations.
Kihlgren stumbled upon Santo Stefano at nearly 4,000
feet in the heart of the Gran Sasso National Park (its name
means ‘big stone’) while pursuing a favorite pastime, riding
his motorcycle. The town rose out of the rock as if the two
were one. Soon after, he made an offer to purchase neglected
properties and begin the creation of accommodations
spread amongst multiple structures. Guests live among
residents making a stay here more cultural experience than
pure vacation.
It was important to Kihlgren that Sextantio Albergo
Diffuso involved the community and respected the original
structures. Local labor and materials were used in the
restoration. A conservative approach was applied to the
conservation with details of the original structures culled
from photos that documented the village in the 1920s to get
the details exactly right. Colors and materials all reflect the
relationship between the landscape and the architecture;
amenities are warm but spartan.
The term albergo diffuso—‘dispersed’ or ‘scattered’
hotel—was born out of the utility to comply with local
regulations and the necessity to describe this unique
hospitality concept. It has now become a trend, adopted
across Italy.
Kihlgren’s project grew from a single accommodation in
Santo Stefano to 23, expanding to other locales. Sextantio’s

second venture, Le Grotte della Civita, was notably in the
city of Matera, known for its ancient cave dwellings hewed
from the sun-bleached limestone. Another ancient heritage
abandoned, yet full of potential in Kihlgren’s eyes.
“They have a charm, but it is a charm stripped of their
human aspect.”
It’s that human characteristic he seems to be attempting
to recreate. Kihlgren is drawn to the storytelling about a
place and often references literature when describing the
region and his projects. He underscores the descriptions
in “Christ Stopped at Eboli,” Carlo Levi’s memoir of being
exiled in Matera during the fascist years, which revealed to
the world the degrading living conditions in the town, now a
UNESCO World Heritage site. And he evokes the imageries of
Edward Lear’s Abruzzo from his mid-19th century travelogue,
‘Illustrations of Italy.’ The English author was lured from
more the classic Italian destinations on the Grand Tour into
this unknown heart of Italy in the 1840s by the rugged land,
isolated towns, and ancient traditions.
“Abruzzo is a hard, severe land, but it has a sacredness
to it,” Kihlgren says. “There is a physicality to being here…you
can touch the authenticity.”
Kihlgren himself seems to have stepped out of Lear’s
sketch of Abruzzo: Content with living simply, but always
seeking something. He has a sense of deep curiosity about
the world that has led him to appreciate what others may
overlook. And while he may be a little rough around the
edges, he is refreshingly open and big hearted—a bit like the
properties he has restored.
“In our case, luxury is that you can find an authenticity and
identity that can’t be found in many places. [Sextantio] has
an identity in a world that is losing its identity.”
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Sextantio Santo Stefano di Sessanio
Province of L’Aquila, Abruzzo
A fortified 12th-century village—which passed from the hands
of the Piccolomini barons of Siena to the Florentine Medici
and finally came under the rule of the King of Naples—
Santo Stefano is a classic example of a walled Italian hill town.
Going further back in time, evidence has been discovered of the
prehistoric area, including a gigantic dinosaur footprint.

“The future has an ancient heart.”
Carlo Levi

Sextantio Le Grotte della Civita

Sextantio has acquired nine additional
abandoned villages in the south of Italy and
has plans to restore them all, creating new
alberghi diffusi.

The Sassi represent a unique hamlet with the earliest
inhabitants dating back to the stone and bronze ages.
In the Middle Ages, it boasted several monastic communities
and was later a vibrant farming center. Since 1993, Matera
has been a UNESCO world heritage site and in 2019 was the
European Capital of Culture.

www.sextantio.it
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Matera, Basilicata
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GO BIG, BUT NOT HOME

Sarah Groen, founder of Bell & Bly Travel and
independent travel advisor with Brownell Travel, hikes
the Sentiero Azzuro that links the five coastal towns of
the Cinque Terre, a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

GO BIG,
BUT NOT HOME
Brownell Travel mentors select up-and-coming independent travel
advisors to create experiences beyond expectations
Sarah Groen doesn’t do things small. In a first-grade essay, she dreamt about speaking Spanish and
traveling to China. After an MBA from Stanford, Groen co-founded the first business accelerator in
Houston and was one of the first execs to launch UberEATS but still, nothing clicked. That was until
she started planning trips for friends in 2017 and then ‘went pro’ in 2018. Now Groen is a rising star
affiliated with Brownell Travel, the oldest upscale travel provider in the US and one of the largest by
sales. And Groen’s philosophy of ‘travel big’—she has visited 100 countries and all 7 continents—
fits right with the company’s vision. She also appreciates how travel can make you feel part of
something much bigger than yourself. Here DUCO looks back at the history of Brownell as Groen
reflects on the power of travel to understand history and strengthen human connections.

“What I enjoy about travel is seeing and
experiencing new things and putting life into
perspective,” says Groen. “Simply learning
something interesting about a historical character
or touching something hundreds or thousands of
years old or learning a different way to approach
things really thrills me.”
It’s that spirit that also led Syracuse University
geology professor Walter A. Brownell to take 10
of his friends and colleagues on the first Brownell
trip, an archaeological tour of Switzerland, in 1887.
They boarded the SS Divonia in New York City and
sailed into travel planning history. Brownell wasn’t
only starting a business but planting the seeds of
a legacy that has helped more than 75,000 clients
enjoy adventures in all parts of the world.
The travel bug hit Groen young. As a teen,
she spent a summer in Germany with relatives,
immersing herself in their lives. Fascinated by
particulars, she kept detailed notebooks on all the
differences between her life and the new one she
was experiencing. Returning home was a bit of
reverse culture shock. “Ever since, I have always felt
more ‘at home’ while traveling,” she says.
Despite periodic challenges—from war to
economic downturns to health scares—Brownell
has been operating trips uninterrupted for its 130
years. Among the many notable highlights was
taking young girls to Europe on a college tour
through Italy and nine other countries in 1931 amid
the Great Depression.
Groen’s own first taste of Italy was when she
studied abroad in Vienna. It was eye-opening.
“I didn’t know there could be so much history, art,
flair, and love packed into one city!’ she exclaims of
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Rome. An industry pioneer, Brownell is also leading
the way in career development opportunities
for both experienced travel advisors as well as
training for new talent. The first of its kind Brownell
Mentoring Program, launched in 2006, accepts
only a tiny percentage of applicants for a yearlong training in all aspects of managing a travel
planning business. Groen is a recent graduate,
and she quickly rose to the top tier of Brownell’s
advisors. She has kept on top of the game
and in touch with travelers via more than 100
episodes of her podcast that she launched during
pandemic lockdowns. Now she’s looking forward to
spending more time on the road, including in Italy.
“If there’s any destination to live and breathe
history, it’s Italy—rather than spending time in
museums, history is woven into the daily fabric of
life”, she notes. “You can be doing the most modern
of things, say driving in an electric car, but rolling
over stones placed during ancient times. You may
enjoy some of today’s finest wines or cheeses but
learn that they were brought to life using ancient
production techniques.”
Discover More is Brownell’s collaborative travel
planning experience. It works with clients to Discover,
Design, Connect, Experience, Share their travel
wishes with Brownell’s advisors, who always anticipate
clients’ needs and what is next for the industry.
“Travelers are asking for more authentic
experiences; and looking beyond typical destinations
will also ease the burden on the major cities and
spread the tourism dollar to other communities,”
says Groen. “Discovering new places in Italy can
build a better and more sustainable experience for
Italians and for travelers.”
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WHAT’S IN A NAME?
Groen wanted an inspirational
name for her new company that
invoked a spirit of adventure.
Bell & Bly Travel pays tribute
to two trailblazing travelers and
world experts who lived at the
turn of the 20th century.
Gertrude Bell, a British writer
and archaeologist, spoke
multiple languages, mapped the
Arabian Desert, and became a
foremost expert on the region.
Nellie Bly, a pioneering
American journalist,
documented her 72-day solo
trip around the world, inspired
by the fictional Around the
World in 80 days.
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VENICE THROUGH YOUR EYES

Show Me Venice
Through Your Eyes

Christophe Mercier

Filippo Lunardi

Alessio Lazazzera

WHAT FEATURES OF THE CA’ DI DIO AND ITS HISTORY
BEST EMBODY ITALIA ANTIQVA?

MR. LUNARDI, YOU ARE NEW TO VENICE. WHAT
ARE YOU MOST EXCITED TO EXPLORE IN LA
SERENISSIMA?

TELL US ABOUT YOUR FAVORITE ANCIENT ERA OF
ITALY, MR. LAZAZZERA, AND ITS MANIFESTATION IN
VENICE.

Venice has always fascinated me, for its history
and all the stories this city is full of. I am thrilled
to visit this unique city but mainly I am excited
to explore its sestrieri such as Cannaregio with
the Jewish Ghetto, The Church of Madonna
dell’Orto, Ca’ d’Oro, Campi Santi Apostoli, as
well as the Murano and Burano islands where
traditional artisans still work to create unique
pieces of glass and lace by hand.

Venice was essential to the Renaissance in
Italy as its trade networks helped to create the
wealth that laid the foundations for the cultural
flourishing that changed European thought and
worldview.

Ca’ di Dio

Licinio Garavaglia
Aman Venice

MR. GARAVAGLIA, YOU ARE FROM LAKE COMO
AND SO YOU ARE USED TO LIVING NEAR THE
WATER. TELL US, WHAT IS UNIQUE ABOUT LIVING
IN VENICE?

Venice is a city that goes at a slower pace
compared to the rest of world and this is, of
course, because there are no cars. Walking is
the best way to discover the city’s inner secrets.
When you walk around in the evening you hear
your own steps it is so quiet, a kind of quietness
difficult to find in any other city. What I love is
that thanks to its small size, you get to know
everybody in the neighborhood, and you always
have somebody to chat with over a coffee at your
local café around the corner.
MARCO POLO TRAVELED THE SILK ROAD TO THE
EAST AND BROUGHT BACK MAGNIFICENT FINDS
FROM HIS TRAVELS. WHAT SHOULD VISITORS TO
VENICE TAKE HOME WITH THEM?

Venice is full of history, art, and architectural
beauty. One should definitely bring home all of
that in their eyes and minds. But if you are looking
for typical souvenirs, sustain local artisans:
Handmade furlane, also known as gondolier
slippers—casual, flat shoes usually with a velvet
fabric upper and a flexible sole made of rubber—
or beautiful Murano glass or silk fabric made by
ancient Venetian manufacturers are all worth
taking home.

La Serenissima’s most esteemed hoteliers guide us along the floating city’s canals,
revealing the unique 1,600-year history of the ancient maritime republic

The hotel only opened last year but the fascinating
history of this palace began in 1272. Over the
years it has lived different lives—as a home, a
host to crusaders and pilgrims heading to the
holy land, and as a hospice for women—and was
completely renovated in 1544 by famous architect
Jacopo Sansovino. The vocation of thoughtful
hospitality finds its maximum expression in the
transformation of this ancient house into a modern
hotel that encompasses charm and history,
celebrating the city that has hosted it since its
origins.
MR. MERCIER, YOU LIVED IN CITIES AROUND THE
WORLD, WHAT MAKES VENICE SO SPECIAL?

I really love the Triveneto area as you can be in
the middle of the lagoon, in the nature of the Lido,
in the beautiful Dolomites, and in the Veneto
countryside all in a short time while enjoying a
city as unique as Venice!
WHAT SYMBOLIZES VENICE FOR YOU?

Venice is an icon of history. What fascinates me
is its essence, which we have recreated in our
hotel, such as the water of the lagoon and the
craftsmanship of Murano glass.
HOW CAN ONE BEST EXPERIENCE LA SERENISSIMA?

Get lost in the alleys and breathe the Venetian
spirit.
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Hotel Excelsior Venice Lido Resort

Palazzo Venart Luxury Hotel

Marco Novella

Cipriani, A Belmond Hotel, Venice
TELL US ABOUT YOUR CONNECTION TO VENICE,
MR. NOVELLA, AND YOUR RETURN TO THE CITY.

Coming back to Venice has been like coming
back home. This is a place I have always adored,
and I think it’s an ideal place to live. There is the
right balance between inspiring sites and views
and incredible places to feed your soul with art
and culture.
WHAT ONE THING SHOULD EVERY VISITOR TO
VENICE SEE OR EXPERIENCE?

When visiting Venice, one should not miss seeing
it from the water. Sailing the lagoon is one of the
best experiences ever.
FOR CENTURIES, VENETIANS LOOKED OUTWARD
FROM THE ITALIAN PENINSULA. WHAT IS THE
MOST ITALIAN THING ABOUT VENICE TODAY?

Venice is a world apart, not easy to compare
with anything else on Earth. Its most iconic Italian
part is easy to find—as is always the case in
our country—sitting at the table of a bacaro
(Venetian bar) sipping a Spritz and tasting some
cicchetti (Venetian tapas). In that moment you
encounter the ‘typical Italian’ and our profound
love for drinking and eating well.

TELL US ABOUT YOUR FAVORITE ANCIENT ERA OF
ITALY.

The Renaissance—where the individual, the
person was at the center of everything and was
the architect of their destiny. It is the era when the
concept of the modern man was born.
WHAT ARTWORK MOST SPEAKS TO YOU?

Continuing with the above-mentioned era, my
favorite artwork is the Vitruvian Man by Leonardo
da Vinci, a real genius and visionary. This
masterpiece has been in Venice at the Galleria
dell’Accademia since 1822.

Lorenza Lain

Ca’Sagredo Hotel
WHERE IN VENICE IS ITALIA ANTIQVA ALIVE TODAY?

It’s all over! Venice is a city that is truly alive
and modern but at the same time, it’s a classic
historical city.
VENICE IS KNOWN FOR ITS ANCIENT SPICE TRADE.
WHAT MAKES THE CITY SPICY TODAY, MS. LAIN?

Art is spicy! And Venice is an art city both in the
classic sense with a rich artistic heritage, but also
in the contemporary sense with the Biennale, the
Film Festival, and other artistic spaces. Art, in
all its many different aspects, can indeed be the
“spicy” element of this unique and amazing city.
WHAT VENETIAN NEIGHBORHOOD SHOULD NOT BE
MISSED IN A VISIT TO THE FLOATING CITY?

The Dorsoduro neighborhood where you can
find the most interesting art galleries, fancy
restaurants, antique shops, shops with tailormade handicrafts and the most amazing
promenades.
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WHAT ANCIENT TRADITION DO YOU MOST ENJOY IN
VENICE?

The magic of Carnival gives Venice an enchanted
atmosphere. Masked people fill the streets every
February with smiles and laughter; residents and
tourists both enjoy taking part. Attending one
of the Venetian masquerade balls in an iconic
palace is a once in a lifetime experience.
WHAT ABOUT MODERN FESTIVITIES: WHAT ANNUAL
CELEBRATION DO YOU MOST LOOK FORWARD TO?

The Venice Hospitality Challenge brings together
sport, lifestyle, and luxury in one of Italy’s former
maritime republics. It is the only regatta held
in the inland waters of La Serenissima—a real
Grand Prix in the city of Venice.
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VENICE THROUGH YOUR EYES

Paolo Lorenzoni
The Gritti Palace

Gianmatteo Zampieri
Baglioni Hotel Luna

MR. ZAMPIERI, YOU WERE BORN IN VENICE. WHAT
MAKES THIS CITY SO SPECIAL?

The closeness of the inhabitants. Sharing daily
moments builds true islander bonds. Think, for
example, of our public transport, il Vaporetto,
where we talk to each other at the start and end
of each day about our experiences and what is
happening in our beloved city. Or simply crossing
paths while enjoying a walk in our stunning calli
and squares: It creates a tighter relationship
with everyone.
WHERE SHOULD VISITORS GO TO EXPERIENCE
AUTHENTIC VENICE, AWAY FROM THE CROWDS
AND CLICHES?

There are some amazing areas such as the
Cannaregio and Dorsoduro neighborhoods without
crowds and where you can enjoy traditional
Venetian apéritif bars, see great art, and visit
historical buildings. There are also stunning,
less-visited islands: Torcello and Saint Francis of
the Desert are often overlooked, but incredible
experiences can be found there!
WHAT PART OF VENICE’S HISTORY SPEAKS MOST
TO YOU? WHAT ANCIENT TRADITIONS DO YOU
MOST ENJOY?

YOUR HOTEL WAS ONCE THE PRIVATE RESIDENCE
OF THE DOGE OF VENICE. TELL US MORE ABOUT
THIS SLICE OF ITALIA ANTIQVA?

Originally the Palazzo Pisani Gritti, which dates
back to 1475, was the residence of the noble
Pisani family who transformed it into its current
Gothic style. It was in 1525 that it became the
private residence of the Doge, Andrea Gritti, and
in the centuries that followed, it was home to other
noble families and illustrious visitors. In 1895, the
palace was turned into a luxury hotel, acting as a
center for celebration and the arts.
WHAT IS ONE THING EVERY VISITOR TO VENICE
SHOULD SEE OR EXPERIENCE, MR. LORENZONI?

Venice is a feast for the senses to be enjoyed in all
seasons at all hours. Not to be missed is an early
morning wake up and the spectacle of the sun
rise over St. Mark’s Basin.
FAMED VENETIAN MARCO POLO TRAVELED THE
SILK ROAD TO THE EAST AND BROUGHT BACK
MAGNIFICENT FINDS SUCH AS SILKS AND SPICES.
WHAT TREASURES DOES VENICE OFFER TO ITS
VISITORS?

Venice is home to a myriad of skilled artisans,
guardians of their crafts. Whether it’s something
traditional or contemporary—from glassmaking,
jewelry design, goldbeating, mosaics, and
bookbinding to boat building, lacemaking, mirror
decoration, eyewear and more (to name just a
few)—look out for small artisan workshops and
boutiques.

It is difficult not to be fascinated and captivated
by the Carnival festivities. Since the 1700s,
European nobility has come to the galas at the
city’s palazzi and I would say that it is my favorite
traditional moment of the year. All the beauty of
St. Mark’s Square and its thousands of years of
history has to be the part of the city that speaks
to me the most. It is an authentic cradle of
cultural encounters.

Patrizia Hofer

The St. Regis Venice

Berke Tanyeri

MS. HOFER, WHAT BROUGHT YOU TO VENICE?

San Clemente Palace Kempinski
WHAT FEATURES OF YOUR HOTEL BEST EMBODY
ITALIA ANTIQVA?

San Clemente Palace is a legendary retreat that
sits on its own private historic island just minutes
away from Piazza San Marco. The island has an
important place in the history of Venice since
it was used as a waiting and resting area of the
guests who were visiting the Palazzo Ducale.
Surrounded by historic walls, the San Clemente
Island, offers peace of mind to its guests.
MR. TANYERI, MUCH LIKE THE FAMOUS VENETIAN
MERCHANT AND EXPLORER MARCO POLO, THOSE IN
THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY ARE AMBASSADORS
OF SORTS. WHAT LED YOU TO THIS FIELD?

The hospitality industry is the intersection point
of all industries, cultures, and people. It lives 24
hours a day, 365 days a year. It has its challenges
and its beauties.
AND WHAT ABOUT VENICE; WHAT BROUGHT YOU
TO LA SERENISSIMA?

Venice is an open-air museum city, combining
the art, history, and luxury that every person
must experience once in their life. That’s what
led me to this glamorous city.

Well, being Italian…Venice is a must destination
you must experience yourself. After an extensive
period abroad, the beckon of Italy was too strong.
So what better destination to return to than
Venice and its best address?

Alain Bullo

Giorgia Zuin

CAN YOU TELL US ABOUT GROWING UP IN VENICE,
MR. BULLO, AND YOUR EXPERIENCE AS A CHILD AT
THE HOTEL LONDRA?

WHERE SHOULD WE GO TO EXPERIENCE
AUTHENTIC VENICE, AWAY FROM THE CROWDS
AND CLICHES?

I was born in Venice, just one bridge after the
Hotel Londra Palace. But in reality, I lived most
of my life in Lido, where life is more “normal”
with cars for example. My father was head of
concierge at Londra Palace since forever and I
grew up visiting my father at the hotel. So, I have
seen all the different Londra Palaces, the various
refurbishments and improvements, and I knew a
lot of the staff who later became my colleagues.

Venice still has several very authentic areas
where you can get lost in the calli, discover small
local bacari (bars) and hear the Venetian dialect
spoken. Calle delle Carrozze and Piscina San
Samuele are two addresses not to be missed for
those seeking tranquility within walking distance
of the most touristic areas.

WHAT IS THE MOST ICONIC ITALIAN PART OF
VENICE TODAY?

Marco Polo is certainly a Venetian icon, above all
because he represents the commercial spirit that
has always distinguished the Republic of Venice.

Hotel Londra Palace

Venice represents a completely different reality
compared to other Italian cities—its slow pace
and special relationship with the water. It shares
with Italy the pleasure of great food, and the great
value of art and culture, owning some of the most
important monuments and some of the greatest
pieces of art of the world.

Palazzina Grassi

WHAT ICON MOST SYMBOLIZES ANCIENT VENICE
FOR YOU, MS. ZUIN?

The Republic of Venice was an independent
maritime state for most of its 1,600-year history
and it is still a city of water with very special
rhythms and rules, so much so that until a few
years ago the most important institutional figure
in the city was the water magistrate. A sense of
pride for this important tradition, as well as a
particular commercial spirit and an openness to
other cultures, remains very strong.
WHAT KEEPS YOU IN VENICE?

I’m from Venice and I think this city is unique
from many points of view. Human relationships
still have a fundamental value here and you can
breathe an interesting mix of cultures.
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WHERE SHOULD WE GO TO EXPERIENCE
AUTHENTIC VENICE, AWAY FROM THE CROWDS
AND CLICHES?

Despite what you might believe, there are multiple
options to experience an off-the-beaten-path
Venice. The sestrieri which have most preserved
their Venetian allure are Castello and Cannaregio.
You can still find (and learn about) local artisans
and their crafts—carpenters, marble paper
makers and mosaic makers just to name a few—
and local produce in the botteghe. The aromas
that pervade the calli are so exquisite!
WHAT ICON MOST SYMBOLIZES ANCIENT VENICE
FOR YOU?

Santa Maria della Salute Basilica symbolizes
the strength and resilience of our charming
destination in the 17th century. Moreover, it is one
of the most beautiful monuments on the Grand
Canal and it is right opposite the hotel!
WHAT VENETIAN TRADITION SPEAKS TO YOU MOST?

If I have to pick one tradition, I would say, Carnival.
It is famous all over the world. And while it may
sound cliché even after all these years, Carnival
is still felt and celebrated by the Venetians.
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FALCON CREST

FALCON CREST
Like tendrils trailing from the vines that burgeon across the
region, a Tuscan family tale intertwines with centuries of history,
producing a simply sophisticated countryside retreat
Just getting to Relais & Châteaux Il Falconiere & SPA is a journey that twists through time. Arriving from the wide Val di Chiana—
referenced in writings by Roman author Pliny the Elder, sketched by Leonardo da Vinci, and immortalized by German poet
Goethe—visitors skirt the base of Monte Sant’Egidio, throne to the Etruscan town of Cortona that holds court over a valley
dotted with delicately preserved tombs from that pre-Roman civilization. Further along, tucked into the terraces of the hill’s
northern slopes, lies a mystical 13th-century Franciscan convent that briefly housed the venerated saint himself in late life. The
narrow road, lined by a time-worn stone wall and centuries-old olive groves, ends at the arched entryway of a 17th-century estate,
merging the story of a fabled land with that of a family with deep roots here. Silvia Regi Baracchi extends DUCO a welcome into
her home and her heart.

Once the family villa of Silvia’s husband Riccardo, Il
Falconiere is the culmination of a dream the couple planted
over 30 years ago. Riccardo was born in the manor house. And
his grandmother still lived there in 1989, when he and Silvia first
opened a restaurant in the limonaia, the winter garden, with her
at the helm. They then set about transforming the estate into
a luxurious destination, with patience and care to maintain the
original features. She points out the rustic fountain with stone
arch and terracotta statues. Others might have “made it shiny,”
washing away the creeping marks of history and repairing
some of the crumbling stone, but they left it as is.
It’s that passage of time Silvia has always wanted guests to
experience at Il Falconiere.
“We wanted to preserve what had been there,” she says.
“It’s nice to feel that history.”
Sometimes the desire to preserve what is old knocks up
against modern expectations. Take the skeleton keys and old
locks of the original doors in the 300-year-old manor house.
Silvia fought a losing battle to maintain the original locks and
keys for what are now guest suites, much to her regret.
“It’s the details that make a difference,” she says, also
speaking fondly of creaking old floors, another much-discussed
detail. “You can’t overlook them or you’re no longer authentic.”
“This is what gives a place flavor; it’s not just cuisine that
does that.”
Silvia’s mother and grandfather ran a dance hall on the other
side of the mountain when she was young. When ballroom
dancing gave way to disco, her mother would whip up delicious
plates of pasta for the hungry club-goers. They ate it up, and a
restaurant, Locanda del Molino, was born. Now a countryside
inn, it is still in operation. The last thing Silvia’s mother wanted
for her daughter was a life in the kitchen. Fate had other plans.
Silvia was 14 and Riccardo 19 when they first met. She
says she used to tease him that she married him for the
family estate. She saw its potential the first time she visited.

Relais & Châteaux Il Falconiere & SPA
31 rooms and suites
Loc. San Martino a Bocena
Cortona

But Il Falconiere was their project, and the name plays homage
to Riccardo’s love of nature and the land. Artistic renderings of
the bird of prey fill the property. The two married young, soon
had a son, and grew up together here.
“I was ready to mettere le mani in pasta–put my hands in the
dough,” she says. And she did: From the restaurant—awarded
a Michelin star in 2002, which it still proudly holds—and guest
rooms and a spa in the renovated buildings to a lauded cooking
school and successful wine label, the property grew with them.
“It has a family spirit.”
The days are now a little quieter than usual at Il Falconiere. In
October, Riccardo—whose boisterous personality enlivened
the property—died suddenly while on a hunting trip in
Macedonia. The extended Falconiere family is still processing
that shock, more determined than ever to maintain the legacy
that has been built here.
Silvia was back in the kitchen the following week. Emotions
and moments are what have always inspired her colorful
tasting menus that celebrate the land (and the sea) with local
ingredients and often featured what Riccardo would bring
home from a hunt. She knew that to move forward, she had to
put her hands back in the dough. After all, this is where their
story started.
She misses Riccardo in big and small ways—“I lost my
hunter”—but like the old cracks and creaks of the home, he
too is still in the details of the dream they realized together.
Their son Benedetto, who has been at his father’s side in
the wine business, is taking over the reins of Baracchi Winery
and Silvia has a dedicated staff, many of whom have known
the couple since their childhood in the area, by her side.
Looking back to the start of their adventure, Silvia says,
“I couldn’t have realized what was coming.”
Now looking to the future, she is staying true to her roots.
“Who knows what people in the future will want,” she says,
“but what we’ve got is heart, flavor, and style.”

Michelin one-star restaurant
“Our enthusiasm has always been, along with our passion, the
engine of this great adventure. Our dream has become reality.”
Riccardo Baracchi

www.ilfalconiere.it
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Thesan Spa in partnership with Officina
Profumo Farmaceutica Santa Maria Novella
Baracchi Winery
DOC Cortona

Villa Marina Capri Hotel & Spa,
Campania

Casa di Langa
Grand Hotel Poltu Quatu
Grand Hotel Tremezzo
Locanda Rossa
Parco dei Principi Grand Hotel & Spa
The First Roma Arte
The First Roma Dolce
Toscana Resort Castelfalfi
Villa Marina Capri Hotel & Spa
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GODDESS ON THE MOUNTAIN TOP

An exclusive entrance to Agrigento’s Valley of the
Temples provides a gateway to Sicily’s classical past

Thousands of years of history lie before your eyes and beneath your feet at the Hotel Villa Athena. The 18th-century estate
sits within the UNESCO World Heritage site, encompassing some of the most important and best-preserved Greek ruins
outside the Hellenic Republic. Just 200 yards away, the Doric columns of the stunning Temple of Concordia rise from a
rocky ridge on the horizon. And the villa owes its name to an ancient coin bearing the likeness of the goddess of wisdom
that local attorney Francesco D’Alessandro discovered near the property. In what would prove to be a wise decision, the
remodeled 300-year-old villa was opened as a hotel in 1972.

GODDESS ON THE
MOUNTAIN TOP

What is your guests’ reaction to the history surrounding
them?

The archaeological legacy of the Valley—a misnomer as
it is actually a broad plateau overlooking the Mediterranean
Sea—is extraordinary. This is what remains of Akragas, now
Agrigento, one of the leading cities of Magna Graecia during
the golden age of Ancient Greece. Founded by Greek colonists
in the 6th century BCE, the flourishing city counted as many as
800,000 residents at its pinnacle. The economic prosperity
of the settlement, located along major trading routes, led to
extensive expansion and construction of important buildings.
It is said that Plato famously remarked of the city’s inhabitants
that “they build like they intend to live forever yet eat like this
is their last day.”
The city later passed into Roman hands, and although much
of the site remains unexcavated, a number of monuments are
visible and visitable, leading the site to become an important
stop on the Grand Tour of the mid-19th century.
Siblings Stefano and Daniela D’Alessandro, who have taken
over the reins of the family business, invite DUCO to the eternal
residence of the gods for a luxurious look at the past.

We do not think it is an exaggeration to say that our guests’
first reactions are wonder, amazement, and great emotion.
The privilege of being inside an archaeological park that is a
UNESCO heritage site, surrounded by the lush Mediterranean
brush, engages and moves all souls.
Aside from obviously visiting the archaeological site, in
what ways do your guests experience the history of the
region at your property?
We also have a connection to literary history. The exceptional
location of the hotel inspired well-known playwright Luigi
Pirandello (who was from Agrigento) to write this description of
the villa in his novel The Old and the Young: “…beyond the woods
on the long high ridge, there appeared the famous surviving
temples, which seemed to have been placed on purpose at a
distance to enhance the beautiful view from the princely estate.”

Stefano and Daniela, how did your family come to run
a hotel inside a UNESCO World Heritage site? What
challenges does that pose?

Sicily is characterized by many distinctive traditions—
historical and architectural magnificence, Mediterranean
landscape, and excellent food—all of which can be found at
Villa Athena.

In 1970, our father acquired the villa that dates back to the 18th
century when it was built as a country home. In the 19th century,
an influential Sicilian family turned it into a noble residence. Our
father renovated it, maintaining the façade and the colonnade,
and turned the property into a hotel.

For example, we recently took over the only farm specializing in
the cultivation of pistachios in the Valley of the Temples. It is housed
in a military garrison from the Second World War. The pistachio
and oil produced here can be enjoyed at Villa Athena’s restaurants.

It’s a challenge to keep up with the times without distorting
the historic nature of the villa. The modern traveler has a
different perception of “time” from the traveler of a few decades
ago. At Villa Athena, we try to offer an experience in which time
can slow down and, in some way, even stop it while continuing to
move forward.

How do you hope to add to Agrigento’s already rich legacy?
Our goal, in our small way, has always been to contribute to
the growth of our territory. The troubled past of our region makes
the challenge greater but, at the same time, more exciting.
We like to think that we are architects and protagonists of
change and growth that Sicilians and the people of Agrigento
can be proud of.

Hotel Villa Athena
27 rooms and suites,
some with temple views
Via Passeggiata Archeologica 33
Agrigento – Sicily
www.hotelvillaathena.it

“Nature uses human imagination to lift her work
of creation to even higher levels.”
Luigi Pirandello,
Italian dramatist, winner of the Nobel Prize in
Literature, born in Agrigento in 1867
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Dining overseen by Michelin-starred
chef Valentino Palmisano
Terrazza degli Dei
offers dinner with an experiential tasting menu
Restaurant Federico II
traditional, locally sourced fare
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BACK TO THE FUTURE

While their origins remain obscure, the footprint of this early
advanced civilization is still seen and felt around the world
For over 800 years, from the 9th to the 1st century BCE, the Etruscan civilization thrived
in an area known as Etruria, covering modern-day Tuscany and Umbria and expanding
north into what is today Emilia Romagna and as far south as the Tiber River in Lazio.
Historians debate whether the Etruscans—or as they called themselves, the Rasna—were
native to the Italian peninsula or refugees from the east or the European continent. As accomplished
as they were, their focus on living in the moment and a lack of cultural ego left little written evidence
of their existence which only contributes to their enigma.
Skilled sea people, the Etruscans established extensive and
powerful trading routes. They founded major city-states such as
Volterra, Arezzo, and Cortona, where traces of their culture can still
be seen, and they were among the first Mediterranean cultures to
lay out their cities in a grid pattern. In addition, they were known for
their manufacturing skills, including terracotta and metalworking, as
well as being devoted to the arts and funerary traditions. Artistic and
inventive, yet laid-back and fun-loving, you might say the Etruscan’s
lifestyle was a preview of la dolce vita that
Italy is so admired for today.
Etruscan life in central
Italy’s natural paradise of
lush rolling hills and crystalline

coastal waters was often accompanied by lavish feasts which
included lots of music and dancing. This led the Greeks and Romans
to criticize them for living in excess, likely out of jealousy. However,
those civilizations are also known to have borrowed heavily from the
Etruscans; in fact, these three cultures were quite intertwined.
Eventually, the Romans took control of Etruscan territory,
concealing their unique identity by granting them citizenship and
assimilating their culture. Romans incorporated directly from
the Etruscans many ideas about art, law, religion, clothing, public
institutions, water management, and road-building (to name a few)
that today are widely associated with ancient Rome.
From sports and cuisine to arts and fine craftsmanship, there is
a lot we must be thankful to the Etruscans for.

Etruria was not a single state but rather a coalition of independent city-states. They shared a common
language and culture, but each had their own government. The 12 main cities formed the Dodecapoli, the
Etruscan League. Six of the main city-states were located in Tuscany. Travel among them to uncover the
significant traces of the civilization found across the region.

Art and Beauty
Of dramatic distinction in Etruscan art is the black
pottery, known as bucchero, that they produced. Owing
to their contact with the Greeks, they were also known to
paint black figurines on their terracotta pots, often used as
funerary vases or vessels for their feasts. Another striking
material the Etruscans were known to use for their art and,
in particular, cinerary erns was the almost translucent milkywhite alabaster.
Their handiwork with metals resulted in delicate jewelry of
which they were fond. Bronze castings also left us with some of
the most intact relics, most notably the masterpiece Chimera
of Arezzo—a hybrid of a lion and a she-goat with a tail of a
snake—which can be seen in Florence’s Archaeological
Museum. Among the most striking bronze castings is the
elongated figure of a boy, Ombra della Sera found in Volterra,
which has a modern art vibe to it.
Etruscan wall paintings were also vivid and lively. Some of
the best-preserved come from the walls of burial tombs.
Family and Feminism
Etruscans had a strong foundation in the family. But unlike
in Greek and Roman societies where women were rarely seen
outside the home, Etruscan women moved freely in public and
held positions of power in society. Their power was solidified
by the fact that family money was passed down through the
female lineage, and women maintained their first names and
carried on the family name.

FIESOLE

Parts of the old Etruscan wall have been
excavated on the outskirts of the city, but
the most important find from the ancient
civilization in Arezzo is the famed bronze
Chimera, regarded as the best example
of Etruscan casting.

Of the most notable Etruscan ruins above
Florence is a temple on the north side of town.
Remnants of the old Etruscan wall are still
standing, and six tombs have been discovered
just outside the walls. Their contents can be
seen at the city’s Archeological Museum.

VOLTERRA

(Curtun)

At its Etruscan peak, around 25,000 inhabited
this city (only half that many live there now).
Just outside the city walls are the ruins of
an Etruscan-Roman acropolis. In town, the
Etruscan Museum holds important tomb
carvings and alabaster funeral urns.

The Cortona Archeological Park located at the
base of the hill town includes three excavated
burial mounds extremely important to the
Etruscan culture. The Etruscan Academy
Museum in the city holds one of the most highly
prized finds, the Etruscan bronze chandelier.
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VETULONIA

(Viesul)

CORTONA

(Velathri)

Religious Rituals and Tombs
Among the most hallowed beliefs of the
Etruscans was that of an afterlife. This led them
to a daily religious practice and the creation of
elaborate burial grounds. Much of what we know
today about their civilization has been taken from
the opulent tombs they left behind. So important
were the Etruscan necropoli, literally ‘cities of the
dead,’ that the burial grounds have been cited by
noted authors. Among the most important tombs
in Tuscany are found in the Archaeological Park
of Baratti and Populonia on the Etruscan Coast.
“It is as if the current of some strong different
life swept through them, different from our
shallow current today,” noted English poet and
author D. H. Lawrence wrote of the tombs, “as if
they drew their vitality from different depths that
we are denied.”

In looking back at this vanished but not disappeared culture, Lawrence’s descriptions of his Etruscan travels
elegantly sum up their legacy. “The Etruscans are not a theory or a thesis. If they are anything, they are an experience,”
he penned in ‘Etruscan Places,’ which somewhat fittingly was published posthumously in 1932 as if Lawrence, like
the Etruscans, were speaking to us from beyond. ‘To the Etruscan, all was alive: the whole universe lived, and
the business of man was himself to live amid it all. He had to draw life into himself, out of the wandering huge
vitalities of the world.’

AREZZO
(Aritim)

Writing
While their alphabet derived from the Greek
alphabet, the language itself was written right
to left and had no apparent relation to other
linguistic families. So, while the Etruscans left
behind a vast quantity of inscriptions, much of
what they wrote is a mystery. Without any heirs
to their language, scholars have had difficulty
deciphering the words and their meanings.

(Vatluna)
More than 1,000 tombs in the necropolis of
Vetulonia have been uncovered and can be
visited at the archaeological site. In addition,
the remains of massive limestone walls are
exposed the hillside, an important example
of Etruscan urbanism.

CHIUSI

(Clevsin)
Canopic jars and paintings of Greek and
Egyptian myths discovered in tombs here prove
the Etruscans adopted art and rituals from other
cultures. Many of these artifacts are housed in
the town’s National Archeological Museum.
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“A man has not fully lived until he experiences that gentle
balmy clime of ancient empires, the land of lemon trees and
the genius of Michelangelo.”
E.A. BUCCHIANERI

Ceres Temple, Paestum, 1960. @Touring Club Italiano/Marka/Universal Images Group via Getty Images
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Aosta Valley
Piedmont
Liguria

Sanremo
07 Royal Hotel Sanremo
08 The Mall Sanremo

Cogne
01 Bellevue Hotel & Spa

Lake Orta
04 Casa Fantini Lake Time

Santa Margherita Ligure
09 Grand Hotel Miramare

Cerretto Langhe
02 Casa di Langa

Portofino
05 Splendido, A Belmond Hotel,
Portofino
06 Splendido Mare, A Belmond Hotel,
Portofino

Santo Stefano Belbo
10 Relais San Maurizio

Lake Maggiore
03 Villa e Palazzo Aminta
Hotel, Beauty & SPA

Torino
11 Principi di Piemonte |
UNA Esperienze
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Lombardy
Erbusco
01 L’Albereta
Lake Como
02 Grand Hotel Tremezzo
03 Grand Hotel Victoria Concept & Spa
04 Il Sereno Hotel
05 Mandarin Oriental, Lago di Como
06 Passalacqua

07 Villa d’Este
08 Villa Pliniana
09 VISTA Palazzo Lago di Como
Lake Garda
10 Eden Reserve Hotel & Villas
11 Grand Hotel a Villa Feltrinelli
12 Grand Hotel Fasano
13 Lefay Resort & SPA Lago di Garda
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City of
Milan
01 Armani Hotel Milano
02 Bulgari Hotel Milano
03 Casa Cipriani Milano
04 Excelsior Hotel Gallia, a Luxury
Collection Hotel
05 Four Seasons Hotel Milano
06 Galleria Vik Milano
07 Hotel Principe di Savoia

08
09
10
11
12
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14

Hotel VIU Milan
Magna Pars, L’Hotel à Parfum
Mandarin Oriental, Milan
ME Milan il Duca
Palazzo Parigi Hotel & Grand Spa
Park Hyatt Milano
Portrait Milano
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Trentino-Alto Adige
Veneto
Emilia-Romagna

01
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Alpe di Siusi, Dolomites
01 Alpina Dolomites
02 ADLER Lodge Alpe
Bologna
03 Grand Hotel Majestic già Baglioni
Bressanone
04 FORESTIS

Cortina d’Ampezzo, Dolomites
05 Faloria Mountain Spa Resort
06 Cristallo, a Luxury Collection
Resort & Spa
Corvara, Dolomites
07 Hotel La Perla
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Madonna di Campiglio, Dolomites
08 Chalet del Sogno Mountain
Experience Hotel
Pinzolo, Dolomites
09 Lefay Resort & SPA Dolomiti
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Trentino-Alto Adige
Veneto
Emilia-Romagna

10

11
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Renon, Dolomites
10 ADLER Lodge Ritten
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16
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15

San Cassiano in Badia, Dolomites
11 Ciasa Salares
12 Rosa Alpina Hotel & SPA
San Lorenzo di Sebato, Dolomites
13 White Deer San Lorenzo Mountain
Lodge

Val Gardena, Dolomites
14 ADLER Spa Resort Dolomiti
15 Gardena Grödnerhof Hotel & Spa
Verona
16 Byblos Art Hotel Villa Amistà
17 Due Torri Hotel
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City of
Venice

01 Aman Venice
02 Baglioni Hotel Luna
03 Ca’ di Dio
04 Ca’Sagredo Hotel
05 Cipriani, A Belmond Hotel, Venice
06 Hotel Excelsior Venice Lido Resort

07 Hotel Londra Palace
08 Palazzina Grassi
09 Palazzo Venart Luxury Hotel
10 San Clemente Palace Kempinski
11 The Gritti Palace
12 The St. Regis Venice
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Barberino Tavarnelle
02 COMO Castello Del Nero

Castelnuovo Berardenga
05 Castel Monastero, Tuscan Retreat
& Spa
06 Hotel Le Fontanelle
07 Hotel Borgo San Felice

Capalbio
03 Locanda Rossa

Castiglione della Pescaia
08 L’Andana

Casole d’Elsa
04 Castello di Casole, A Belmond Hotel,
Tuscany

Chiusdino
09 Borgo Santo Pietro

Arezzo
01 Badia di Pomaio, Tuscan Resort
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Tuscany
Cortona
10 Relais La Corte Dei Papi
11 Relais & Châteaux Il Falconiere & SPA
Forte dei Marmi
12 Hotel Byron
13 Principe Forte dei Marmi
Montaione
14 Toscana Resort Castelfalfi
Montalcino
15 Castello Banfi Wine Resort - Relais &
Châteaux
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Montalcino
16 Castello di Velona
17 Rosewood Castiglion del Bosco
Montignoso
18 Il Bottaccio, Relais & Châteaux
Pienza
19 La Bandita Townhouse
20 L’Olmo
Poggi del Sasso
21 Castello di Vicarello
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Punta Ala
22 Baglioni Resort Cala del Porto
Reggello
23 Viesca Toscana
San Giustino Valdarno
24 Il Borro Toscana

Tuscany
Siena
26 Grand Hotel Continental Siena Starhotels Collezione
Torrita di Siena
27 Lupaia
Viareggio
28 Hotel Plaza e de Russie

Saturnia
25 Terme di Saturnia Natural Destination Volterra
29 Borgo Pignano
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City of

Florence

01
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01 Baglioni Relais Santa Croce
02 Dimora Ghirlandaio
03 Four Seasons Hotel Firenze
04 Helvetia & Bristol Firenze - Starhotels
Collezione
05 Hotel Savoy
06 Il Salviatino
07 IL Tornabuoni Hotel
08 Palazzo Portinari Salviati

09 Palazzo Vecchietti
10 Portrait Firenze
11 Sina Villa Medici
12 The Mall Firenze
13 The Place Firenze
14 The St. Regis Florence
15 The Westin Excelsior, Florence
16 Villa Cora
17 Villa La Massa
18 Villa San Michele, A Belmond Hotel, Florence
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Umbria
Abruzzo
Lazio

Fiuggi
01 Palazzo Fiuggi Wellness Medical Retreat
L’Aquila
02 Sextantio Santo Stefano di Sessanio
Norcia
03 Palazzo Seneca Relais & Châteaux
Parrano
04 Eremito
Perugia
05 Hotel Castello di Reschio
06 Sina Brufani
Umbertide
07 Vocabolo Moscatelli
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Rome
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Aldrovandi Villa Borghese
Baglioni Hotel Regina
Elizabeth Unique Hotel
Hassler Roma
Holy Deer San Lorenzo City Lodge
Hotel d’Inghilterra Roma - Starhotels Collezione
Hotel de la Ville, a Rocco Forte Hotel
Hotel de Russie, a Rocco Forte Hotel
Hotel Eden
Hotel Splendide Royal Roma
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Rome
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Hotel Vilòn
Il Palazzetto
J.K. Place Roma
Maalot Roma
Palazzo Manfredi
Palazzo Montemartini, Rome - A Radisson Collection
Parco dei Principi Grand Hotel & Spa
Portrait Roma
Singer Palace Hotel
Sofitel Roma Villa Borghese
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Rome
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The First Musica
The First Arte
The First Dolce
The Rome EDITION
The St. Regis Rome
The Westin Excelsior, Rome
Villa Agrippina, a Gran Melia Hotel Rome
Villa Spalletti Trivelli
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Campania
Anacapri, Capri
01 Capri Palace Jumeirah
02 Hotel Caesar Augustus Relais &
Châteaux
Capri
03 Capri Tiberio Palace
04 Hotel La Palma
05 J.K. Place Capri

06 Punta Tragara
07 Villa Marina Capri Hotel & Spa
Forio d’Ischia, Ischia
08 Botania Relais & Spa

Anacapri
Capri
Ischia
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Campania
Amalfi Coast
Amalfi
01 Borgo Santandrea

Napoli
04 ROMEO

Conca dei Marini
02 Monastero Santa Rosa Hotel & Spa

Positano
05 HVF Villa Franca Positano
06 Le Sirenuse

Massa Lubrense
03 Villa Fiorella Art Hotel

Praiano
07 Casa Angelina
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Ravello
08 Caruso, A Belmond Hotel, Amalfi
Coast
09 Palazzo Avino
Sorrento
10 Grand Hotel Cocumella
11 Grand Hotel Excelsior Vittoria
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Bernalda
01 Palazzo Margherita

Basilicata
Calabria
Puglia

Fasano
02 Pettolecchia Collection
Isola di Capo Rizzuto
03 Praia Art Resort
Matera
04 Sextantio Le Grotte della Civita
Monopoli
05 Il Melograno
06 La Peschiera
Ostuni
07 Ostuni Art Resort

10 Masseria Torre Maizza,
a Rocco Forte Hotel

Pezze di Greco di Fasano
08 Masseria Montenapoleone

Serrano
11 Furnirussi Tenuta

Savelletri
09 Masseria Torre Coccaro

Torre Canne di Fasano
12 Canne Bianche_Lifestyle Hotel
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Sicily

Agrigento
01 Hotel Villa Athena

03

Carruba di Riposto
02 Donna Carmela Resort & Lodges
Isola di Vulcano, Aeolian Islands
03 Therasia Resort Sea & Spa

06
05

Noto
04 Il San Corrado di Noto

11

Palermo
05 Grand Hotel et Des Palmes
06 Villa Igiea, a Rocco Forte Hotel

09
10

Pantelleria
07 Sikelia Luxury Retreat
Sciacca
08 Verdura Resort, a Rocco Forte Hotel

02

Taormina
09 Grand Hotel Timeo, A Belmond
Hotel, Taormina
10 San Domenico Palace, a Four
Seasons Hotel
11 Villa Sant’Andrea, A Belmond Hotel,
Taormina Mare
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12
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Torre Salsa
12 ADLER Spa Resort Sicilia
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Sardinia

Arzachena
01 Grand Hotel Poltu Quatu

Oliena
05 Su Gologone Experience Hotel

Baia Sardinia
02 7Pines Resort Sardinia, part of
Destination by Hyatt

Porto Cervo
06 Hotel Cala di Volpe, a Luxury Collection Hotel
07 Hotel Pitrizza, a Luxury Collection Hotel
08 Hotel Romazzino, a Luxury Collection Hotel

Cannigione
03 Villa del Golfo Lifestyle Resort
Lu Fraili di Sotto
04 Baglioni Resort Sardinia

Porto Rotondo
09 Abi D’Oru Beach Hotel & Spa
Santa Margherita di Pula
10 Forte Village Resort
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DMCs, Reps, Special
Experiences &
Associations

An award-winning DMC for Italy, IC Bellagio offers
bespoke travel experiences for the discerning
traveler. Whether it’s an after-hours tour of the
Sistine Chapel or front-row seats to Siena’s Palio
races at the home of a local countess, IC Bellagio
prides itself on providing the unpredictable.

Imago Artis is a boutique experience company
specialized in creating bespoke, unique experiences
for those enlightened travelers who want to discover
incomparable treasures, with an unexpected and
creative human touch.

Italian Style Villas was founded in the year 2000
by Gianluca Ziveri and specializes in renting
prestigious properties in Italy with a superior level
of personalized service for our clients.

ITALY

We are your partner specialized in all services
related to cars, supercars and logistics all over Italy,
ranging from escorted road rallies with supercars
and vintage cars, from race track sessions to
cars with drivers and rental of self-drive premium
vehicles.

A&K Italy specialises in luxury bespoke travel
services across the country. With experienced and
passionate staff from all over the world, they boast
unrivalled knowledge of the local travel industry to
offer unique experiences and creative programmes.

Guided by the expertise of the Amorico family,
Access Italy designs exclusive memorable
experiences and unveils off-the-beaten-path sites.
Access Italy offers inspiring perspectives to curious
travelers thanks to its priceless human connections
and insider stories.

Luxury travel division of

Committed to offering the best in Italy and providing
guests with memorable experiences, in selecting the
finest properties, sourcing and ideating outstanding
experiences and partnering with charismatic experts
to create uniquely enlightening Italian journeys.

Bespoqe Travel is an intentionally small boutique
DMC, based in Piedmont and providing services
throughout Italy. We only work B2B with like-minded
advisors to create something truly special for their
clients.

Y

Our pool of top industry professionals shares a
clear vision of destination management and luxury,
delivering results without commercial mediation:
our customer’s wishes become reality, thanks to
traditional values within an innovative perspective.

Based in Rome, Italy with Class is a family-owned
B2B incorporating 30 years of industry expertise.
We specialize in seeking out unexplored artisanal
traditions, crafting gourmet culinary experiences
and promoting unparalleled luxury travel.

Twins Luca & Lorenzo own boutique DMC, Italy’s
Best, a family business started by their father
over twenty years ago. Italy’s Best designs custom
itineraries for American travelers that include all
ground services except hotels throughout Italy.

N2S Italia provides upscale experiences, villa rentals
and events from “North to South” with an innovative
and hands-on approach. For the two young founders,
Tommaso from Milan and Letizia from Puglia, the
definition of luxury includes authenticity and truth.

Preferred Hotels & Resorts is the world’s largest
independent hotel brand, representing more than
700 hotels, resorts, and residences across 80
countries. Through its five global collections, the
brand connects travellers to luxury hospitality
experiences.

PRIMERENT is the European leading company for
short and medium-term rental of high-end vehicles,
bringing luxury, elegance and style to clients all
around Italy and southern Europe. The fleet has
the highest selection from the most coveted
international brands.

Relais & Chateaux, established in 1954, is an
association of 580 unique hotels and restaurants
throughout the world. The Italian collection is
composed of 50 members: each one is unique, but
they share a deep bond with local heritage and by
a common vocation for excellence and hospitality.

Satori merges the comfort of a five-star boutique
hotel with a traditional hand-built wooden schooner
to create the ultimate classic sailing experience.

Small Luxury Hotels of the World is the most
desirable community of independently minded
travellers and independently spirited hotels in
the world. We’re creating a future where people
experience the world with intention, experience its
intensity, and protect its integrity.

Southern Visions is the leading experiential DMC
in Southern Italy. Our philosophy is dedicated
to curating tailor-made travel with outstanding
attention to elegance and details. Your clients will
taste, explore and experience Italy as never before.

The Venice Simplon-Orient-Express is a once-ina-lifetime experience. Aboard this icon of art deco
design, guests are transported back in time as they
journey between Europe’s most captivating cities.

The Mall Luxury Outlets is a renowned Italian
company specialized in offering exclusive luxury
shopping experiences, thanks also to a selection
of the top international fashion brands. The lush,
green hills of the Tuscan countryside provide a
picturesque setting for The Mall Firenze, while the
flowered Ligurian hills are the backdrop for The Mall
Sanremo.

Discover little-known places, share the authenticity
of small fishing villages and their inhabitants, enjoy
things you have never experienced before, savour
Southern Italy’s recipes, cherish the Mediterranean
flavoured wines. For journeys that linger in the heart.

Claudia Da Rin has 20 years’ experience
representing independent lifestyle hotels that go
beyond luxury, with a personally tailored, creative
approach. Her team of experts opens the right doors
worldwide, improving business, sales, and marketing.

Dolomite Mountains creates the ultimate experiences
in Northern Italy. Active, leisure, or gourmet, we craft
unique custom adventures for the most demanding
clientele who looks for stylish, low-impact programs
with outstanding quality.

DuVine Cycling + Adventure Co. designs and leads
luxury bike tours in over 50 destinations across the
globe. DuVine’s cycling vacations are an opportunity
to discover local character, connect with people
across cultures, and truly find a place at the table.

Esperia Aviation is a certified leading Italian
helicopter Operator. The Company is based in Rome
and Milan and operates twin-engine, double-crew
helicopters, set-up for premium VIP transport H24.
Esperia designs for its clients tailor-made solutions
for travelling to the highest expression of luxury and
safety in Italy and beyond.

A specialist agency offering personalised luxury
tours to discover the colours, flavours and sensations
of the biggest island in the Mediterranean, bypassing
the obvious and the ordinary.

I.D.I. Travel is your key to discover exclusive
destinations throughout Italy. We open doors at
noble palaces, historical villas and closed-to-thepublic monuments. With a keen eye for the smallest
details, we’ll truly let you live a dream.
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Your Private Italy is THE luxury travel, destination
management specialist to Italy. Custom designed
travel in a truly distinctive and authentic manner.
Redefining personalized service, a complete range
of logistical services, unrivaled luxury villas, and the
A-list of inimitable Italian experiences.
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SPECIAL THANKS

HOTELS HOSTING BUYERS

EVENT PARTNERS
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CO-SPONSORS

OFFICIAL SPONSOR

Toscana Promozione regional agency works for the construction and
promotion of the Tuscan region. Participation in major trade fairs, road shows
and workshops allows Toscana Promozione to build a bridge between Tuscan
tourism and international trade.
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